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Let fo r  be the family of context-free languages. Two characterization theorems are 
given for (context-free) grammatical families. The first says that the class of grammatical 
families not L,~ is the smallest collection of sets of languages which contains the trivial 
ones and is closed under a union operator V, a concatenation perator O, and J-, where Y 
is a ternary operator involving substitution i to linear languages. The second asserts that 
the collection of all nontrivial grammatical families not &PcF is the smallest collection of 
sets of languages which contains the family of regular sets, and is closed under V, @, 7 ,  
and the full AFL operator ~.  
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the concepts of " (context- f ree)  g rammar  fo rm,"  " fami ly  of g rammars , "  
and "grammat ica l  family" were in t roduced [3] in order  to gain a better  unders tand ing  
of context- free grammars.  Intuit ively,  a g rammar  form is a master  context- free grammar,  
a family of grammars  is the set of all g rammars  "st ructura l ly  close" to a given grammar  
form, and a grammatical  family is the set of all languages defined by the grammars  
in a given family of grammars.  As shown in [3], a g rammar  form frequent ly  provides 
a un i fo rm way of consider ing the grammars  in a family of grammars  as well as the 
languages in a grammatical ly family. (Recently,  Bertsch [1] has indicated how to use 
grammar  forms to assist in pars ing languages in grammat ica l  families.) The  purpose 
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of the present paper is to continue the study of grammatical families initiated in [3]. 
In particular, it was proved there that every grammatical family is a full principal semi- 
AFL, with the converse not holding. Thus the problem arises as to how to characterize 
grammatical families (by set-theoretic means). Two answers to this problem are developed 
here. Specifically, our two main results characterize the collection of grammatical 
families as the smallest class of sets of languages containing certain elementary ones 
and closed under several operators on sets of languages. 
There are four operators of concern to us: v, O, 3-, and J ' .  These are binary, binary, 
ternary, and unary, respectively. (Here ~ v ~ is the set of all languages L 1 uL  2 , 
where L1 is in ~ and L 2 is in LP 2 ; 5~ xO 5~.z is the set of all finite unions of languages 
L 1 9 L2, where L~ is in ~ and L 2 is in ~ ; J ' (~ ,  4 ,  -~P3) is, roughly speaking, the set 
of all languages obtained by substituting into linear languages of a certain type a language 
in cd 1 for a left letter, a language in ~2 for a center letter, and a language in ~z for a 
right letter; and .~-(~o) is the full AFL generated by ~q~.) The first characterization 
result asserts that the collection of all grammatical families other than ~'cv (the set 
of all context-free languages) and .o~ (the set consisting of just the empty language) 
is the smallest collection of sets of languages containing 5P~ (the set consisting of just 
the languages ~} and c~) and ~ in  (the set consisting of just the finite languages), and 
closed tinder v, O, and Y .  The second characterization result asserts that the collection 
of all "nontrivial" grammatical families not ~cF is the smallest collection of sets of 
languages containing .~ (the family of all regular sets) and closed under v, O, ~' ,  and ~.  
(Intuitively the union operator v arises when a variable of a grammar form is on the 
left-hand side of more than one production; the concatenation operator O when there 
is more than one variable on the right-hand side of a production; and J "  or ~ when 
there is an "embedding" variable.) 
The paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 reviews the basic concepts related 
to grammar forms and grammatical families. Section 2 concerns a substitution theorem 
generalizing a result in [6]. Given a grammar form F and a grammar form Fa for each 
terminal symbol a in F such that the variables in the forms are pairwise disjoint, a 
grammar form r(F) is obtained by substituting an, the start variable of Fa, for a in F. 
The theorem describes the grammatical family defined by r(F) in terms of the gram- 
matical families defined by F and the Fa. As a corollary, it is shown that the collection 
of all grammatical families is closed under v and O- 
Section 3 discusses the ternary operator -Y-. It is then shown that the collection of 
all grammatical families is closed under 3_. 
Sections 4 and 5 establish the two characterization theorems (Section 4 the first and 
Section 5 the second). Their proofs involve a study of the way in which grammatical 
families are built from simpler ones, and proceed by induction on the number of variables 
in a grammar form. 
The final section discusses a special type of grammar form called standard. In this 
type, the productions can only have certain shapes. Using one of the characterization 
results, every nontrivial grammar form is shown to be equivalent to a standard one. 
From this "normalization," it is proved that every nontrivial grammatical family is a 
length-preserving grammatical family. 
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]. PRELIMINARIES 
A brief review is now presented of grammar form concepts. The reader is referred 
to [3] for motivation and further details. 
DEFINITION. A (context-free) grammar form is a 6-tuple F ---- (V, 27, ~/', o~', ~ ,  a), 
where 
(i) V is an infinite set of abstract symbols, 
(ii) 27 is an infinite subset of V such that V --  Z' is infinite, and 
(iii) GF = (r 5 ~, ~,  a), called the form grammar (ofF), is a context-free grammad 
with 5 '~ _C 27 and (r - -  5P) _C (V --  E). 
We shall assume throughout hat V and 27 are fixed infinite sets satisfying (i) and 
(ii) above. All grammar forms discussed will be with respect to this V and 27. The 
adjective phrase "context-free" in "context-free grammar form" and "context-free 
grammar" will usually be omitted. 
A grammar form determines a specific family of grammars, each "structurally close" 
to the form grammar, by means of the following concept: 
DEFINITION. An interpretation of a grammar form F = (V, 27, ~/P, ~;'~, ~,  a) is a 
5-tuple I • (/z, VI, 27z, P I ,  $I), where 
(1) /z is a substitution on ~f* such that /z(a) is a finite subset of 27* for each 
element a in .Y, /~(s e) is a finite subset of V --  27 for each ~ in ~/" - -  ~9 ~ and /z(~) 
/z(~) ~ ;~ for each ~ and ~/, ~: va ~7, in ~ --  SP; 
(2) P1 is a subset of/~(~0) ~ U,  in~/z(~), where i~(~ --> fi) ---- {u -+ v/u in /z(a), 
v in t,(/3)}; 
(3) $I  is in t*(~); and 
(4) 271(V1) contains all symbols in 27(V) which occur in P,  (together with $I). 
G, = (//-i, 271, P , ,  St) is called the grammar of L 
Note that Gz is a context-free grammar. 
For brevity, an interpretation I is frequently written as (/,, G~). Usually, an inter- 
pretation will be exhibited by specifying $ I ,  P1, and (implicitly or explicitly)/,. The 
sets VI and 271 are ordinarily not stated explicitly. 
Each production in GI is "structurally close" to a particular production in GF. Thus, 
GF is a "master grammar" for the grammars of interpretations. 
DEFINITION. For each grammar form F, if(F) = (GI/I an interpretation of F} is 
called the family of grammars (of F) and .L~a(F) ----- (L(GI)/GI in if(F)) the grammatical 
family (of F). A collection ~ of languages is a grammatical family if ~ ---- ~~ for 
some grammar form F. 
x We assume an elementary knowledge of the theory of context-free languages. Here ~" is the 
total vocabulary, ~ is the terminal alphabet, ~ is the set of productions, and o is the start variable. 
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As mentioned in the Introduction, the purpose of the present paper is to characterize 
the collection of grammatical families in terms of some elementary grammatical families 
and some closure operators. 
EXAMPLES. (1.1) Let Ge~ = {;~}. Then ~a is a grammatical family defined by a 
grammar form F in which ~ consists of just the production a ~ ~r. 
(1.2) Let ~ = { c~, {E}}. Then ~o is a grammatical family, defined by a grammar 
form F in which ~ consists of just the production a --* E. 
(1.3) Let ~rin be the family of all finite languages. Then -LP~in is a grammatical 
family, defined by a grammar from F in which ~ consists of just the production a ---> a 
for some a in .5:. 
The grammatical families de~, 5~ and ~rin are all the trivial grammatical families. 2 
(1.4) Let G~'cF be the family of all context-free languages. Then ~aCV is a gram- 
matical family, being defined by every expansive 3 grammar form F [3]. 
(l.5) Let ~ be the family of all regular sets. Then ~ is a grammatical family, 
being defined by a grammar form F in which ~ = {a --~ aa, cr --~ ~} or a grammar 
form F in which ~ = {a ~ aa, a -- ,  ~}. 
(1.6) Let S~tin be the family of all linear languages. Then ~lin is a grammatical 
family, being defined by a grammar form F in which ~ ---- {~ --+ a(r, ~ --~ era, ~ --+ ~}. 
The symbolism s , ~ ,  ~ in ,  ~ ,  Lacy, and ~l in ,  given in Examples 1.1-1.6, will 
be used throughout the sequel. 
2. A SUBSTITUTION RESULT 
In this section we consider the grammar form obtained by substituting rammar 
forms {Fi} for the terminal symbols {ai} in another grammar form F. The main result 
here, Proposition 2.1, evaluates the corresponding grammatical family. From this, we 
obtain as a corollary that the collection of all grammatical families is closed under two 
binary operators, v and C). 
We begin by defining the general substitution of grammar forms into a grammar form. 
Notat ion.  Let F ~ (V, 27, ~/", co/,, ~ ,  ~) be a grammar form and for each a in 50 
let F a = (V, Z', r ~9~ .~,  a~) be a grammar form. Suppose that F, {Fa}ainSo have 
disjoint variables, i.e., {~: - -  .9 ~ ~ - -  5a,/a in S:} are pairwise disjoint. Let z be the 
A grammar form F is trivial (nontrivial) if L(Gr)  is finite (infinite). A grammatical family is 
trivial (nontrivial) if it is defined by a trivial (nontrivial) grammar form. It is readily seen that a 
grammatical family is either trivial or nontrivial, but not both. 
3 A grammar form F is expansive if there exist ~: in ~" -- 5 a and words ul, u~, u3, u4, u5 in 5:*, 
u6 in S # + such that cr = ~F.Ul fUz =, ~r UlUa~U4~UsUz ~~ UtUaU6U~U6UsU ~ . A grammar form is non- 
expansive if it is not expansive. 
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substitution on ~ "* defined by r(~) = {r for each r in ~'" --  5 P and r(a) -~ [ao} for 
each a in .~. Then r(F) denotes the grammar form 
( v, z, ( ,  - u U G ,  U u U ")" 
a in~ aln5 a a ln~ 
When cf  consists of a single element a, then ~-(F) is Sflb(F, Fo) as defined in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F, {Fa}~ in s~ be nonexpansive grammar forms with disjoint variables. 
Then r(F) is a nonexpansive grammar form. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
In order to express ~(r(F))  in terms of families of languages defined by F and {Fo} a in.~, 
two additional concepts are needed. The first is: 
DEFINITION. Let F ---- (V, 27, ~',  5f, # ,  a) be a grammar form. A strict interpretation 
o f f  ~ is an interpretation (if, GI) of F such that if(x) is a subset of V for each x in ~', 
and if(x) ~ if(y) ~- ;5 for all x :~ y in ~'.  
Thus a strict interpretation is an interpretation (if, GI) in which t~ maps the different 
symbols of . f  into different subsets of 27. 
For a strict interpretation I = (/~, GI), each symbol in each word of L(Gj) comes 
from a unique symbol in . f .  This leads to the second auxiliary concept. 
DEFINITION. Let F ----- (I~ Z, Y', 5 P, ~ ,  a) be a grammar form and for each a in 5 t" 
let ~ be a set of languages. Given a strict interpretation I ~- (if, GI) of iv, a compatible 
substitution (to {~,}a in.#) is a substitution r on 271" such that, for each b in 2]z, r(b) 
is a language in ~a if b is in if(a). 
We now state the following generalization of [6, Proposition 2.1]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F, {Fa}ain~ be grammar forms with disjoint variables. Then 
c~(r(F)) ~ {r'(L')/L' = L(GI) for some strict interpretation I of F, r a compatible sub- 
stitution to [~(Fa)}~ ,inN}. 
The proof is a straightforward extension of that of [6, Proposition 2.1] and is omitted. 
We shall use Proposition 2.1 to show that the collection of all grammatical families 
is closed under certain operators. 
and 
Notation. For sets ~ and ~ of languages let 
"~1 v G = (L1 t,.) Lz/L 1 in c~cl, L~ in ~cP2} 
l 1 s 9 -W2 = U L1,L~*/k >/ 1, each L1, in -W1, each L~, in G 9 1 
4 This notion and term was obtained independently b  Bertsch m [1]. 
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Note that v and C, are associative. Thus, parentheses may be omitted when v 
or C" is applied to more than two sets of languages. Observe that ~ v ~ = &t o 
if and only if ~- -&t~ and ~=&te ,  and that ~O&t~.= 54'e if and only if 
= &to or  S~ = &t~ . 
Suppose that ~ and ~ are grammatical families. Then each contains the empty 
language and each is closed under finite union. Hence 
i 1," 1 f v ~ = l ?  La, u Ux L2,/k, 1 ~ O, each Lli in &t~, each L2j in ~ . 
COROLLARY. Let &tl and ~ be grammatical families. Then ~ v &t2 and ~ 9 ~'~ 
are grammatical families. Furthermore, (i) 5a 1 v ~ @- &tCF and ~ 0 ~ ~ .2~CF if 
&tx 4= s176 and ~ J- C~gcv, and (ii) ~1 v ~o # s z and 2P~ (3 &to # &tz if &t~ =/= .L~'~ 
and ~ @ ~f~.. 
Proof. Let F --  ( [', X, {0", a l ,  a2) , {al, a2} , {0" --* al,  0" --+ a2} , 0") and F '  = (I s, Z', 
(~, al, a21, ~aa, a2}, 10" + alae}, ~)- Let F 1 ,F  2 be grammar forms generating &tl, 5~'.o, 
respectively, such that F, Fa, F 2 have disjoint variables and F', F1, F 2 have disjoint 
variables. Suppose I : (/x, GI) is a strict interpretation of F. Then L(GI) is a finite 
set of words of length one. By Proposition 2.1, &t(r(F)) consists of every language which 
is a finite union of languages in ~ u &t2- Hence, &t(r(F)) = ~ v ~s so that ~ v 
is a grammatical family. Suppose I' = (I ~', Gv) is a strict interpretation of F'. Then 
L(GI.) is a finite set of words of length two whose first symbol is different from its second 
swnbol. By Proposition 2.1, &t(r(F')) consists of every language which is a finite union 
of products of a language in ~ with a language in ~.  Hence &t(r(F')) ~ c~ aQ) &t2, 
so that ~1 (-) ~ is a grammatical family. 
I f F t  and F~ are nonexpansive, so are F, F' and r(F), r(F'), by Lemma 2.1. This gives 
item (i). 
Item (ii) has already been observed. 
Remark. The above proof shows, in fact, the following: Let ~ and ~2 be gram- 
matical families defined by forms F 1 = (V, ~Z', $<1, ~1,~1,  o"1) and F.  = ( I ,Z ,  1r 
~ .  :r with disjoint variables. Then 
(a) ~ v ~ is defined by the form F = (V, Z', f ;  u Y'~ u {a}, ~ u 5t72, ~ U 
~2 w {o -+ %, 0" -~ a.,~,, a), where 0" is a new variable, and 
(b) ~1 O ~ is defined by the form F '  = (V, Z', 'gl W '/'~ u {a}, 5~ u 5P2, ~a tA 
:~o u [~ -+ 0"1%}, ~), where 0" is a new variable. 
3. A TERNARY OPERATOR 
Here we introduce a new ternary operator on families of languages, one which will 
play a crucial role in our characterization theorems. A main result of the section is 
that the collection of all grammatical families is closed under this new operator. 
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In order to define the new operator we need to distinguish the left, right, and center 
letters in certain linear grammars. We begin with a presentation of the relevant concepts. 
DEFINITION. A split linear grammar is a linear grammar G = (V 1 , 2:1, P1, ql) 
such that there exist disjoint sets A, B, C with the following properties: 
(i) ~I=AuBuC,  
(ii) every terminal production is of the form ~ --+ c for some ~: in V1 -- 271 and 
c in C, and 
(iii) every production which is not a terminal one is of the form ~ --+ a~' for some 
~,~' in  V 1 -27tanda inAor~(bforsome{: ,~ ' in  V 1 -271  andb inB .  
(When the sets A, B, C are to be indicated, the split linear grammar will be written as 
(Vl ,  A u B u C,/)1, o'1).  
Thus, for each split linear grammar G, L(G) C_ A*CB* for some finite disjoint sets 
A, B, and C. Note that if L(G)C_ A*CB* for some linear grammar G, there may not 
exist a split linear grammar G' = (V.~, A u B u C, P2, or2) such that L(G') -- L(G). 
This is so, for example, when G = (V~, (a, b, c, d~, P~, crx) , A ----- {a}, B = ~b, d}, 
C = (c}, and P1 ~ {~ --)" ac~, ~ ~ b~d, ~ ~ bd}. 
Suppose that G ~-(V1, Z'l, P1, al) is a linear grammar and there exist disjoint 
sets A, B, C with the following properties: (i) 271 = A u B w C, (ii) every terminal 
production is of the form ~: -~ w for some word w in A*CB*, and (iii) every production 
in P1 which is not a terminal one is of the form ~ --~ u~'v for some ~:, ~' in V 1 --  Z 1 , 
u in A*, and v in B*. Then it is easy to see that L(G) =L(G')  for some split linear 
grammar G' = (VI', A U B kJ C, Pa', al')- 
Remark. In [7] Workman defined the concepts of a context-free grammar (strictly) 
linear over (T~, Tr) biased left (right). These notions are related to, but different from, 
that of a split linear grammar. 
Notation. Let F~ be the grammar form (V, 27, {a, a, b, c}, {a, b, c}, {a -+ ae, e --~ (rb, 
~ ~}, ~). 
Obviously {Gt/I a strict interpretation of Fs~ } is the set of all split linear grammars. 
We are now ready to define our ternary operator. 
Notation. For all sets 5e~, 5ab, ~ of languages, let j-(L~a, ~a,  ~)  = {r(L)/L =- 
L(G), G = (VI, A u B w C, P , ,  (rx) is a split linear grammar, ~- is a substitution on 
(A U B U C)* such that r(x) is in .Lf a if x is in A, r(x) is in ~?b if x is in B, and r(x) is 
in ~ if x is in C}. 
Note that 57-(~,  .We, ~b) = s if and only if either ~La~ = .Lf~ , .L~vb ----- 5f'~ , or ~ = 
s ; and if G'(56~, &a, 5r @ s  , then 3 - (~, ,  &at, ~)  is nontrivial if at least one 
of .L,r 5r or &a c is nontrivial. 
Remark. In view of the comment above, ~- (~,  5r &ab) is the set {r(L)/L = L(Gt) 
for some strict interpretation I of F~,  ~- is a compatible substitution to {*~a, *L~a~, See}}. 
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EXAMPLES. (3.1) J - (~ ,  c~o, ~)  = C~. 
(3.2) "Y'(~m, 5r C~nn) = &ann = ~' (~,  ~,  ~).  
(3.3) In [2] the "bracket" (crochet) of a "rational subset of a product of two 
free monoids by a language" was introduced. It is easy to see that oa-(~CPnn, ~o, ~Cpnn) 
is the set of all finite unions of brackets of such rational subsets with languages of ~ .  
In a preliminary version of this paper [4], a ternary operator 3-  was considered which, 
in present notation, when applied to ~,  2s 58c yielded the set {-r(L)/L = L(G), 
G = (I71 , .4 u B u {c}, P1, al) is a split linear grammar, r is a substitution such that 
~-(x) is in c~,,, c~c0, or c~9~. according as x is in A, B, or {c}, respectively}. Thus, the present 
definition consists of finite unions of the family defined by the earlier operator. One 
advantage of the definition as formulated here is that a full semi-AFL ~ is obtained 
when applied to full semi-AFL ~,  cp~, and ~.  (It turns out, rather surprisingly, 
that although the earlier family is not necessarily closed under intersection with regular 
sets for c~,,, c~. ~ , and ~ full semi-AFL, the collection of finite unions of this family is.) 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1, the 
Remark above, and Lemma 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F,t  , F~ , F o , and F~ have disjoint variables. Let .c be the sub- 
stitution on {a, a, b, c}* defined by ~-(~r) = {a} and -c(x) = {cry} for x = a, b, c, where ~r~ 
is the start variable of the grammar form F~ . Then ~,r = ~' (~(F , ) ,  ~(F~), 5e(F0)) 
and, i f  F,, ,  F~ , F c are nonexpansive, so is z(F~). 
As a corollary we get the closure of the collection of grammatical families under ~Y-. 
Specifically, we have: 
COROLLARY. If 5~.,,, Of.o, and ~ are grammatical families, then so is J ' (~a ,  -~q~, ~+~q~ 
Furthermore, i f  cd,, 4= ~CF, ~.0 4= ~CF, and ~ =/= 5~CF , then 3 - (~ , ~ , ~q.b) 4= ~CF- 
Also, i f  ~,, ~ ~LPo , c~ b 4= ~ , and ~ 4 = Y~ , then J ' (~  , ~ ,  2Pb) 4 = -~q~ 9 
The proof follows from Proposition 3.1 by selecting forms F , ,  Fb, Fc with disjoint 
variables uch that ~(F, , )  : L~,,, 5~ : ~~ and ~(Fc)  -~- ~e.  
4. (~IIARACTERIZATION OF GRAMIvlATICAL FAMILIES 
In the last two sections we showed that the collection of grammatical families is closed 
under the operators v, ~), and J - .  In this section we prove that the collection of gram- 
matical families not 5~ and not 5~ is characterized as the smallest collection of sets 
of languages containing the two trivial grammatical families ~ and ~ in ,  and closed 
under v, ~, and oY-'. 
A full semi-AFL is a family • with the following properties: (i) There existsL in ~o containing a 
nonempty word, and (ii) ~o is closed under union, homornorphisna, inverse homomorphism, and 
intersection with regular sets. See [5] for further details. 
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We begin with some technical emmas used in decomposing a grammatical family 
in terms of operators on other grammatical families. 
Notation. Given a grammar form F ~ (V, 27, ~ ", o q~ ~,  a), let ~ = { ~,  {~}},~ 
5r = 5P.r~n for each x in .V', 5a u = oZ'(Fv), where F u = (V, 27, ~/~, 5g, ~ ,  y), for each y 
in ~V" _ 5e, and 5~.,. x, = 5a~x 9 ' "  9 ~ . .  for each n >/ 1, each x, in "f~. 
Using the above notation we now formulate the following lemma, which expresses 
the grammatical family defined by F in terms of trivial grammatical families and gram- 
matical families defined by the nonstart variables of F. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F = (V, X, ~ ~, 5P, ~ ,  a) be a grammar form in which a does not 
occur on the right-hand side of any production in ~.  Then v 0~ = V,=x ~,~ where a --~ 
Wl .... , a --~ w~ are all the productions of ~ with left side ~. 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
We next consider two lemmas concerned with the manipulat ion of grammar forms. 
+ W ~ LEMMA 4.2. Let F be a grammar form and ~ :~ w. Let be a word obtained from w 
by deleting some occurrences of terminals in w. Then adding ~ -+ w' to ~ gives a grammar 
form which is equivalent o s F. 
The proof is a straightforward consequence of [3, Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 1.1], 
and is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.3. Every nonexpansive, reduced, ~ sequent~aP ~ grammar form F ~ (V, Z', '~ ", 
5 '~ ~,  a) is equivalent to a nonexpansive, reduced sequential grammar form F'  = ( V, 27, ~r 
5 p, ~ ' ,  a) in which the only productions involving ~ are of the form cr --+ mr, a --~ av, or 
o --+ w, where u, v, w are in (TV" --  {a))*. 
Proof. Let F = (V, 27, 'Y~, 5 ,~ ~,  ~) be a nonexpansive, reduced, sequential grammar 
form. Since F is reduced, for each variable {: ~ cr in ~r ~ - -  5 p there is a word w e in 5~* 
such that ~ + w e . Since E is obtained from w e by deleting all terminals, it follows from 
Lemma 4.2 that adding ~ ~ e for all ~: v6 a in "#~ - -  5 P yields an equivalent grammar 
form. Thus  there is no loss of generality in assuming F has the additional property 
that ~r -+ ~ in :~ for each ~ ~ a in ~/" - -  5f. 
Let ~ . . . .  ~a -+ ua/a --+ uav is in ~ for some v in (~" - -  (Sg U {a}))*} U {a -~ crv/a -+ 
u~v is in ~ for some u in (~" - -  (.Sf U {a}))*} U {a-+ w/~-+ w is in ~ and w is in 
(~/~-- ( .9  cU{~}) )*}U{~w/~w is in ~ and ~ vaa}, and let F '  =(V ,X ,~" ,  
5 z, :~', a). Then  F '  is nonexpansive, reduced, and sequential. Since F '  is sequential, 
That is, ~/~ is as previously defined. 
V~ t~ is to be interpreted as-W z and VI ,-W~ as-Ww . 
= , . = . z 1 
8 Grammar forms F and F" are called eqmvalent if ~(F)  = o,q~(F'). 
9 A grammar form F is called reduced if its form grammar GF is reduced. 
l0 A grammar formF = (V, 2, #', 5 a, ~#, a) is called sequential if its form grammar is sequential, 
i.e., if the elements in t ~ -- 5 ~ can be ordered e = ~:x ..... ~:~ in such a way that if ~:, --~ x~y is a 
production in ,'~, then j -- i. 
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o does not occur on the right side of any product ion in ~ whose left side is different 
f rom ~. To  complete the argument, it suffices to prove that F '  is equivalent o F.  Th is  
can be done by showing that F and F '  are both equivalent to F" = (V, 27, ~r ~, 50, ~ u ~ ' ,  o). 
I t  follows from [3, Proposit ion 2.1] that F" is equivalent o F '  and from Lemma 4.2 
above that F" is equivalent o F. 
We are now ready for the following characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The collection of all grammatical families not SO~ and not 5flCF is the 
smallest collection of sets of languages containing ~ and Sonn, and closed under v,  9  
and 9"-. 
Proof. Let ~ be the smallest collection of sets of languages containing ~ and Sonn 
and closed under, v, 9  and ~d-. Bythe corollaries to Proposit ions 2.1 and 3.1, the collection 
of grammatical  families not 58 6 and not SOCF is closed under v, Q), and 3- .  Since this 
collection obviously contains SO~ and Sonn, it contains each grammatical  family in $ .  
To  complete the proof, it suffices to show that every grammatical  family not SOo and 
not SOCF is in :s 
Let  SO be a grammatical  family not SO~ and not SOCF. By [3, Theorem 3.1], we may 
assume that SO = S~ for F = (V, 27, ~:,  50, ~ ,  o) a nonexpansive, reduced, sequential 
grammar form. We shall prove that SO is in $ by induction on the number  of variables 
in ~ - -  50. By Lemma 4.3, there is no loss of generality in assuming that F has the 
addit ional property that the only product ions involving a are of the form a -~ u~, 
a -+ av, and a --~ w, where u, v, w are in (~r - -  {a})*. Since SO ~ SO~ , F must have 
product ions of the kind a --~ w with w in (~/: - -  {a})*. 
Let a z , a c , and o R be three new variables and let F '  = (V, 27, '~r k3 {o L , a c , aR} ,
50, ~ ' ,  a), where .~' consists of the fol lowing product ions:  
(a) ~: - - , -w i f s  e -+wis in~and~ =~a. 
(b) a - - , -  %a,  ~ - -+  Oc  , a ~ aa  R , a L --+ E, and ~R -+ E. 
(c) o L -+ u if ~ -+ ua is in :~, o c --+ w if cr -+ w is in ._@ where w is in (~" - -  {o})*, 
and a a --+ v if a -*  ov is in :#. 
Clearly SO(F) = 5a(F). 
For  each ~: in ~/" - -  (50 u {~}) let ~L, ~:c, ~:R be new variables and let ~r  - -  {~L/~: in 
~'~ - -  ( 9 ~ V3 {~}))}, ~/c = { ~c/~ in r - -  (50 v3 {o})}, and "/~ = { ~:R / ~: in ~/'~ - -  ( 5# v) {a})}. 
Let  hL, hc ,  and h R be the homomorphisms on (~/: - -  {a})* defined by hL(X) = hc(x) -= 
hR(x ) = x for all x in 50 and hL(~: ) = ~,  hc(~) = ~c,  hn(~) = ~ for ~ in "/: - -  (50 vJ {a}). 
Le tF  L = (V, 27, ~/2 ~ 50 t) {aL} ' 50, ~L ,  ar) ,Fc  ----- (g ,  Z', ~'c t3 50 t3 {ac} , 5 ~ ~O~c, ac) , 
and Fn = (V, 27, ~ i vo 50 w {~}, 50, o~,  a~), where 
J/L = {% -+ hL(u)/o ~ --+ u is in ~ '}  V3 {~L --+ hz(W)/~ -+ w is in (a)}, 
:#c = {ac ---* hc(w)/ac --* w is in ~ '}  v) {~:c -+ hc(w)/~ --+ w is in (a)}, 
and 
~ = {aR --* h~(v)/a~ --+ v is in .0~'} v3 [~:~ --+ h~(w)/s e -+ w is in (a)}. 
Note that F,z ,  F L , F c , and Fn have disjoint variables. Let  r be the substitution on F,z 
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in which r(a) - [aL} , ~(c) = {at}, and r(b) = {%}. It is straightforward to verify that 
~~ --= 5f(F').  By Proposition 3.1, ~(~-(Fa) ) = ~-(Sfl(Fz), .LP(Fc), .oq~(Fn)). To 
complete the proof it suffices to verify that each of the grammatical families ~q'(FL), 
o-~(Fc), ~c~ is in c~. 
We shall prove that 5r is in W, the arguments for 5f(Fc) and 2#(FR) being analogous. 
Note that aL --* e is in ~a,  so 5q(FL) @ ~o . Also, Fr is a grammar form with as many 
variables as F in which the start variable e L does not appear on the right side of any 
production. Bv Lemma 4.1, ~(~(FL) = Vi= 1 ~~ , where a z ~ wa ,..., a z --~ w~ are the 
productions with left side a L . Thus, it suffices to prove that ~q,o is in ~ if w is an element 
in ( eL k3 5f )*  This will follow once it is shown that 54~ is in ~ if x is in ~L k) ~9 ~ If 
X is in 4/', then ~.~ = C~nn is in ~(. In case the number of variables in ~F" - -  ,90 is one, 
~L = ~" and the proof is complete. In case the number of variables in Y/" --  ~ is 
m > l, let ~: be in Y" - -  (,9 ~ k) {a}) and let F e = (V, ~, "~e, 5f, ~e ,  ae) be the grammar 
form in which $/~ == 5 r U {s r in ~1~ -- .9~ *~a~ u~'v for some u, v in $/'*} and ~e = 
{~' -~ w/~' --+ w is in ~ and ~:' is in ~;}. ThenF  e is a nonexpansive, reduced, sequential 
grammar form with less than rn variables. Clearly ~ = ~(Fe) .  By induction, ~~ 
is in ~. Therefore, 5~, is in ~ and the proof is complete. 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF NONTRIVIAL GRAMMATICAL FAMILIES 
In this section we consider the collection of all nontrivial grammatical families different 
from ~cv  and seek to characterize it in terms of nontrivial grammatical families. We 
shall prove that it is the smallest collection of sets of languages containing ~ and closed 
under v, C~, ~7- and the full AFL  operator ~-. 
We begin with three technical emmas about the ternary operator ~-. 
LEMMA 5.1. For all sets ~ and ~ of languages, #'-(.L~, .s 0~) = ~v (2) Sfib(~, s 
andaa o~-(Sf~,, cocjc ' cf~) = Sfib(.~, ~fa) Q) ~.  
Proof. We shall prove that J'(.~f~, ~f~, Lf0) ---- ~ 0 Sfib(~, ~-cfb) , the argument for 
the second equality being similar. 
We first show that 3 - (~,  ~,  ~fb)-CS~ 0 Sflb(~, ~f~). To this end let G = 
(Va, {A u B u C}, P1, al) be a split linear grammar and ~ a substitution such that 
~-(x) is in ~ for all x in A, ~'(x) is in o7'~ for all x in B, and ~(x) is in ~f~ for all x in C. 
Let G' - -  (~'1, {B ~) C}, Pa', aa) be the grammar in which PI '  = {~: --+ u/u in 7'(w), 
--~ w is in Pa}, where ~-' is the substitution on V~* defined by ~-'(x) = ~-(x) for all x 
in A and ~-'(x) - -  Ix} for all x in V1 - -  A. Let ~ be the substitution on (B u C)* defined 
by r~(x) = r(x) for all x in B u C. Clearly "r(L(G)) = ~a(L(G')). Note that L(G')  C_ CB* 
and L(G')  = U~nc  cRc, where R e C B* is regular for each c in C. Then ~-I(L(G')) = 
U~,c  r(c) r(R~) C ~,  O Sfib(~, ~cPb) , i.e., ~- - (~,  ~,  ~?b) C (SP~ O Sflb(~, Zg~)). 
~b t For the reverse inclusion consider L in ~ 9 Sfib(~, ~<('b). Then L = Ui=~LiLi 
n For all sets ~ and 3~ of languages, Sf lb(~, ~,~) denotes the set of all languages r(L), where 
L _C Z't* is in 9~ and r is a substitution on L't* such that ~(a) is in 5f~ for each element a in Z' t . 
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for some n ~ 1, where L~ is in ~ and Li' is in Sfib(~, ~,e~) for each s For each i choose 
disjoint finite sets X~, regular sets Ri C ~**, and substitutions r i ,  with ri(x) in ~ for 
each x in Xi, such that Li' = ri(Ri). Clearly the 27~, Rl ,  and ~, exist. Let B = (.Ji=~ X,.  
Let c~ .... , c~ be n new symbols in 27 and C ---- {q .... , c~}. Let A = {a), where a is a 
symbol not in B ~3 C. It is easy to find a split linear grammar G = (V~, A u B U C, 
9Z 
P~, a~) such that L(G) ---- 0~=~ ciR~. Let ~- be the substitution on (A t.) B U C)* defined 
by r(x) = {~} if x is in A, r(x) = "ci(x ) if x is in 27i, and r(ci) = L i for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Then L ~ r(L(G)). Therefore L is in ~-(L,~, ~,  .L,a~), i.e., (s O Sfib(~, Lf0)) C 
J ' (5~,  ~e,  .LfQ, completing the proof. 
LEMMA 5.2. For all sets ~P,, s ~ of languages, J-(Lftin, ~ ,  ~)  = ~ ' (~,  ~,  ~)  
and Y ' ( .~  , ~ , -~n~) = Zr ( .~ .  , ~ , ~). 
Proof. Since ~ in  _C ~,  each left side is contained in the corresponding right side. 
We shall sketch a proof that ~- (~,  ~q~ c~o) _C ~' ( -~in ,  -oga~, -,q'~), thereby establishing 
the first equality. The second equality is obtained analogously. 
Let G ~ (Vx, {d w B ~3 C}, P t ,  a~) be a split linear grammar and 9 a substitution 
from (A t3 B U C)* to 2~ such that r(x) is in :~ for each x in A, r(x) is in 5r for each x 
in B, and ~-(x) is in ~ for each x in C. Let A'  be a marked copy of Z'z and let e be a 
new symbol. Let ~-" be the substitution on (A t3 B t3 6')* such that ~-"(x) = r'(x)e, 
where r'(x) C A'* is the marked version of r(x), for each x in A and r"(x) = {x} for each x 
in B ~3 C. For each x in A, ~'(x)e is an a-free regular set and so is generated by a right- 
linear grammar. Using this it is straightforward to construct a split linear grammar 
G~ ~ (V~, {e} v A' w B v C, P~, a~) such that L(G~) = ~'"(L(G)). 
Let ? be the substitution on (A' k) {e) k3 B ~3 (7)* defined by ~(x') -~ {x} for each x' 
in A'  (so that ~ removes the mark from the symbols in A'), ~(e) = {e}, and ?(x) = ~-(x) 
for x in B t3 C. Then r = ~r", so that r(L(G)) -~ ~r"(L(G)) = -~(L(Gz)). Since zr(L(G~) 
is in ~ ' (  c~afin, ~ac, o~a~), it follows that ~ ' (~,  ~,  ~C~) C ~7-(~in , ~a ,  .oqa). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let ~a and ~ be sets of languages, and let ~e~ or ~a b contain ~.  Then 
3- (~,  ~,  ~)  = 7(~o,  ~,n ,  Wb) = Y (~,  ~,  ~) .  
Proof. Since .W, C ~fin C ~,  it follows that Y(~ea, s .Lab) C J ' (~ ,  ~nn,  ~)  _C 
J-(~*',, ~', ~) .  Thus it suffices to verify that J-(s ~ ,  ~)  _C 3-(~Va, ~L~a,, .o.Wb). 
Assume that ~ C _L~Oa, an analogous argument holding if ~ C ~q'eb. Let G = (V1, 
{A UBU C}, / ' l , a l )  be a split linear grammar, and let ~" be a substitution on 
(A u B u C)* such that r(x) is in oW, for x in A, r(x) is in ~ for x in B, and r(x) is in 
for x in C. Now for each c in C let c', c" be new symbols. Let G' -~ (VI', (A u {c'/c 
in C}) t.) B u C, PI', (ra) be the split linear grammar where Vx' ~ V1 u {e', c"/c in C} and 
P(  = {~ -+ a~' in Pt ,  v ---,- v'b in P~/~, ~', v, v' in ~r 1 - -  (A t.) B u C), a in A, b in B} 
u {~ --~ c'c"/~ -+ c is in P, c in C} u {c" --~ c/c in C}. 
Note that for u in A*, c in C, and v in B*, ucv is in L(G) if and only if uc'cv is in 
L(G'). Let r '  be the substitution on ((A u {c'/e in C}) t.) B t.) C)* defined by ~-'(x) ---- z(x) 
57x/IS/3-3 
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for x in A, r'(c') = .(c) for c in C, ~-'(x) = ~-(x) for x in B, and r'(x) = {~} for x in C. 
Then r'(L(G')) = r(L(G)). Since ~ C .L,a~, r'(L(G')) is in ~'(L~a~, .oqr .Z'~). Hence r(L(GO) 
is in ~'(.~aa, .o~,, .LP~), completing the proof. 
We are now ready for the characterization of nontrivial grammatical families not 
.Z'cv in terms of generation from the grammatical family ~.  
Notation. For each set .L a of languages, let ~(.L~ a) denote the full AFL az generated 
by .L~ a, i.e., the smallest full AFL containing 0~. 
THEOREM 5.1. The collection of all nontrivial grammatical families not ~q~cF is the 
smallest collection of sets of languages containing ~ and closed under v, O, oq-, and o~. 
Proof. Let ~ be the smallest collection of sets of languages containing ~ and closed 
under v, O, ~ ,  and o q~. Let c~, be the collection of all nontrivial grammatical families 
not .oq~ We shall show that cg ___ ~,  
As already noted, the collection of all grammatical families not .L~'cF is closed under 
v, 0 ,  and oj-. It is easily verified that each of these operators preserves nontriviality. 
Hence, ~ '  is closed under v, Q, and 3". Suppose that .~ is a nontrivial grammatical 
family. By [3, Theorem 4.1], .oqr is a full semi-AFL. Then o~f(oW) = S0b(A, .W), by 
[5, Theorem 3.4.1], and is nontrivial. By Lemma 5.1, Sflb(:~, .~) = Sfib(~, .Lf) 9 ~ 
3-(L,e, .~,, L~,). By the corollary to Proposition 3.1, 3-(.oqe, .o~a,, .La,) is nontrivial if .Lz 
is nontrivial. Thus c~, is also closed under ~.  Since ~ is in ~',  it follows that c~ _C ~'. 
To see the reverse containment, let 0~ be a nontrivial grammatical family not ~cF-  
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, ~ = .~(F) for some nonexpansive, reduced, sequential 
grammar form F -~ (V, 27, $/', Sa, :~, ~) such that ~ --* E is in ~ for each ~ :/: o in 
$/" --  6~. Using the symbolism of Theorem 4.1, ~ = J - (~(FL) , ~(Fc) ,  ~qa(FR)). If F 
has exactly m variables, then .LP(FL), *oq~(Fc), and .~(FR) are generated by v and Q) 
from .o~,, -~tin, and grammatical families not .Z'cF defined by nonexpansive, reduced, 
sequential grammar forms with fewer than m variables and such that ~ --~ E is a production 
in the form for each nonstart variable ~. To verify that .LP is in ~ we use induction on m. 
If m = 1, then by [3, Lemma 5.1] .~a _~- ~ and so is in ~, or ~ = .LPnn and so is in cK 
since .ogr ----- J - (~,  ~,  ~).  Suppose m > 1. If s L~a(Fc), and .Z'(Fn) are all trivial, 
then .,<r is either ~ or -~ln and so is in ~. Suppose at least one of ~a(Fz) , .LP(Fc) , ~(F~) 
is nontrivial. To  complete the proof it suffices to show that if ~ or -~rm occurs in exactly 
one or two positions in ~7-, then .Z' can be expressed in terms of the remaining families 
occurring in ~" by the operators v, O, ~7-, and i f ,  and by the family ~.  This is a con- 
sequence of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. For example, by Lemma 5.2, *~fin can be replaced 
by ~2 in both the first and third positions. Similar considerations show that ~ and 
~ in  can be eliminated wherever they occur. Hence the proof is complete. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that if F = (V, 27, $/', ~9 ~ ~,  a) is a 
nontrivial grammar form and at, a~, ~ are new symbols in V -- 27, then o~(-~(F)) -~ 
12 A full AFL is a full semi-AFL which is closed under concatenation a d Kleene +. See [5] 
for further details. 
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.~CP(F1) ~-~ d(Fz)  , where .9~1 = .~ U {% ~ 6%,  a 3 ~ az , 0-3 --~ e, 0-z ~ %0-1, 0-1 --~ e), 
~2 = ~ U {0-3 ---+ 0"10"3) O"1 --+ e', (7 3 ~ 0-2, 0"3 ~ E, O" 3 --~ 0.30.))F 1 = (V ,  27, "~" ~ {0.1) 0.2) O'3} , 
5~, ~1,  %), and F2 = (V, L', $/" u {0-1,0-z, %), 5~, ~z ,  0-3). From this it readily follows 
that f ' (~L,e(F))  -~ ~(F ( )  = .W(F( ) ,  where #1'  = ~ u {a 3 ~ 0.0.3 , 0. s --,. E}, "-~2' = ~ u 
{% ~ 0-30-, ~ - ,  ~), F,'  = (V, Z, ~ u {0-3}, ~,',  %), and F3' = (V, Z, ~/" u (0-3}, ~3',  0-3), 
a fact already noted in the corollary to [6, Proposition 2.1]. 
6. A NORMALIZATION RESULT 
Using the characterization theorem of the preceding section, we now derive a normal 
form for nontrivial grammar forms. From this normal form we then show that every 
nontrivial grammatical family is a length-preserving grammatical family. 
We start with the following auxiliary concepts. 
DEFINITION. A production r --+ w in a context-free grammar (or in a grammar form) 
is called reproduct ive  if r occurs in w, and nonreproduct ive  otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let Fcv = (V, ~', {0-, a}, {a}, .~, 0-), where ~ -- {a -~ a0-, a -+ aa,  
a - *  aa,  0- -+ a}. Then 0- --~ aaa, 0. --,. a0-, and 0. --~ 0.a are reproductive productions. 
Note that ~CP(FcF ) = -s162 and every expansive grammar is equivalent o FcF.  
The preceding example implies that every expansive grammar form is equivalent 
to one in which the right-hand side of each reproductive production is of length two. 
DEFINITION. A context-free grammar (/71,271, P, 0-) is called c - reduced  if it is reduced 
and for every variable ~: in V1 --  271 there is a word w in Z'l+ such that s e + w. A grammar 
form is called E-reduced if its form grammar is. 
We are now ready for our normal form. 
DEFINITION. A grammar form is called s tandard  if (i) it is nontrivial, c-reduced, 
and sequential, (ii) the right side of each reproductive production is of length two, 
and (iii) no nonreproductive production contains a terminal symbol. 
Our result on standard grammar forms is: 
THEOREM 6.1. Every  nont r iv ia l  g rammar  fo rm is equ iva lent  to a s tandard  one. 
P roo f .  The grammar form Fcr  is standard. Hence, every expansive grammar form 
is equivalent o a standard one. To complete the proof it therefore suffices to show 
that if ~ @ ~C~cr is a nontrivial grammatical family, then 
~'~ is defined by some standard grammar form. (*) 
In view of Theorem 5.1, it is enough to prove that if ~a ,  ~ab, .5,a are nontrivial gram- 
matical families satisfying (*), then .5*a~ v c.LYb, .5~ a Q ~,  g(.5~a~), and ~7-(.oqa,, .LYe, ~b) 
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satisfy (*). The first two have the property by the remark at the end of Section 2, the 
third by the remark at the end of Section 5, and the fourth by Proposition 3.1. 
A more detailed and intricate normal form is the following: Call a grammar form 
F ~- (1", Z, ~ ", .99, ~,  a) quasi-linear if it (i) is nontrivial, nonexpansive, reduced, and 
sequential, (ii) the right side of each reproductive production is of length two, (iii) 
5: = {a} for some symbol a, and (iv) for each variable ~ in ~" --  5 a, exactly one alternative 
from each of the next three sets of conditions is satisfied (except that no variable 
simultaneously satisfies L0, R0, and No): 
Lo: There are no productions of the form ~ --+ ~:y, y in ~/~. 
LI: ~ ~ ~:a is a production. (I) 
L2: For some variable ~7 =~ ~, ~ ~ ~:7/is a production. 
Ro: There are no productions of the form ~: -~ y~, y in ~/~. 
RI: ~ --~ a~ is a production. (II) 
R~: For some variable ~ C= ~:, ~ --~ ~7~ is a production. 
No: ~ --~ 9 is a production. (II I) 
NI: For some word w in (~Y -- (5 p t.) {~}))+, ~: --~ w is a production. 
Clearly L 0 , L 1 , and L 2 denote all possibilities for left reproductive productions with 
left side ~; R0, R1, and R 2 denote all possibilities for right reproductive productions 
with left side ~; and N O and N 1 denote all possibilities for nonreproductive productions 
with left side ~:. In a quasi-linear grammar form, for each variable ~: the set of all produc- 
tions with left side ~: satisfies exactly one of 17 possibilities (corresponding to one of 
the three L 0 , Z 1 , L., ; one of the three R 0 , R 1 , R~ ; and one of the two N o , N 1 , except 
that the combination L0, R0, No is not permitted). 
THEOREM 6.2. Every nontrivial nonexpansive grammar form is equivalent o a quasi- 
linear form. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.1, every nontrivial nonexpansive grammar form is equivalent 
to a nonexpansive standard grammar form F ~ (V, 27, 3r ~, 5:, ~,  ~r). There is no loss 
of generality in assuming that ,9 ~ -= {a) for some symbol a. (Otherwise, replace each 
rule in '~ by the one obtained in which each terminal is replaced by a. This yields an 
equivalent standard grammar form in which the terminal alphabet of the form grammar 
consists of exactly one symbol.) 
Since F is reduced, by Lemma 4.2 there is no loss in assuming that ~ ~ E is in 
for every variable ~. Since F is standard, every nonreproductive production ot of the 
form ~ -+ 9 is of the form ~: --+ w, where w is in (~e" _ {a, ~:})+. Let F '  = (V, X, ~//', 
{a}, ~ ' ,  or) be the grammar form obtained by deleting from ~ every production ~ -+ e 
for those variables ~: for which there is a nonreproductive production of the kind ~ --+ w, 
w in ($:  --  {a}) +. It is easily seen that F '  is standard and equivalent to F. Furthermore, 
for every variable ~, either N O or N 1 but not both holds. 
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We now modify F '  to obtain a form F". In  particular, let F" = (V, ~, ~", Ca}, ~",  ~), 
where 
~" = :~ -- {~ -+ ~a/~ --+ se~l is in ~ '  for some variables e, ~/}. 
Then  F" is standard, and for every variable s e exactly one o fL  0 , L1, and Le and exactly 
one of No, Ni  hold. It can be shown that F" is equivalent to F ' .  
Finally, let F"  = (V, X, :~ ", {a}, ~" ,  a), where 
de" = ~"  -- {~ -+ a~/~ --~ ~1( is in #"  for some variables ~, ~}. 
Then  F"  is standard, and for every variable ~ exactly one of Ro, R~, R~, exactly one 
of.Lo, L~, L 2 , and exactly one of No,  N 1 hold. Since F"  is e-reduced, R0, L0, and N o 
do not hold simultaneously. It can be verified that F"  is equivalent to F". Thus  F"  is a 
quasi- l inear form equivalent to F. 
DEFINITION. An interpretation I = (/~, G1) of a grammar form F = (V, 27, ~ ,  
5 ~ ~,  a) is called length-preserving [6] if each word in/x(a)  is of length one for each 
element a in .S. The  set ~aLp(F ) ~ {L(G~)/I a length-preserving interpretation of F} 
is called the length-preserving grammatical family of F. A set c f  of languages is called 
a length-preserving grammatical family if 5r = 5r ) for some grammar form F. 
As an application of Theorem 6.l ,  we shall show that every nontrivial  grammatical 
family is a length-preserving grammatical family. First though, we need a prel iminary 
result. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let F = (V, ~7, ~'~, y ,  ~ ,  a) be a grammar form such that the only 
occurrences of symbols a in .5," are in productions of the kind ~ ~ a~ or ~ --+ sea, ~ being a 
variable. Then 5~ = ~q~Lp(F). 
Proof. Clearly la X('Lp(F ) C ~Z~'NI)(F  C ~Cf(F). To establish the reverse inclusions, we 
first show that o~-a(F) C 5r Let I = (/x, 1/), X/ ,  P I ,  St) be an interpretation of F. 
Let /z '  be the substitution on ~g'* defined by t,'(s e) =/z(~:) for each ~: in ~'" - -  c f  and 
/z'(a) =/~(a)  - -  [e] for each a in 50. Let U be the set of all variables ~ in ~r such that 
s r -~ ~: is not in ~ but s e -+ ase or s e --+ sea is for some a in cj .  For each variable ~: in U 
let Pe be the relation on tz(se) defined by ape fi if o~ --~/3 is in P~. Let p~- be the transitive 
closure of pe .la Let PI" consist of the following productions: 
(i) I f  c~ -+ w is in PI and there is no s r in U such that ape+w, then c~ --~ w be in PI '  9 
[This is the set of all productions in P1 n /z (u  ~ v) for some u ~ v in ~ which are also 
in / , ' (u  ~ v).] 
(ii) Let o~ --~ w be in PI '  if there is some 7 such that 7 --~ w is in P I  and, for some se 
in U, o~p~+ 7 and it is false that 7pr [Note that y ~ w is in/x(u -+ v) for some u -+ v 
in .~, ;r --+ w is in/~'(u --~ v), and c~ --~ w is also in /z ' (u  -+ v).] 
13 5r the nondecreasing grammatical family ofF, is defined in terms of nondeereasing inter- 
pretations of F, the latter being obvious analogies of length-preserving i terpretations. 
~ That is, o~pr if and only if there exist n > 1 and ~x 0,..., a~ in 8(~) such that a0 -- % a,, = /3, 
and a,_lpr for each i, 1 < i ~ n. 
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Then I '  := (t*', I~, Xs, PI", St) is a nondecreasing interpretation of F and, as is easily 
verified, L(Gt,) == L(G~). Thus ~a(F) _C .L~aND(F). 
Now we prove that ~-q'ND(F) C 2f'Lv(F ). Let I = (t~, U1,27i, PI ,  SI) be a nondecreasing 
interpretation of F. Define a length-preserving interpretation I ' = (~', Vt" , 27i, PY , $I) 
so that/x'(a) = X1 for each a in -~,/z(~) _C/~'(~) for each variable ~ in ~' ,  and Py consists 
of the following productions: 
(iii) Suppose ( - -~v is  in~,  with v 4=a~ and v@~a,  a in 6 ,~. I f  ~-~f i i s  in 
P1 (~/z(( ~- v) then c~ --~ ]3 in Py .  
(iv) Suppose ~--~a~ (or se~a)  is in .# and se'--~b~" is in PlOtZ(~--~a~) 
(or ~' -~ ~"b is in Pt n ~(~ --~ ~a)), where b is in 27t and ~" in t~((). Then ~' --* b~" 
(or ( '  -~ ("b) is in / ' I " .  
(v) Suppose 7r: ~' --~ b x "" b~,8" is in Pt c3 tz(~ ~ a~), where p >~ 2, a is in ,9 ~ 
each b, is in X1. and ~', (" are in/x(se) for some variable ~. Let (rr, 1) ..... (rr, p - -  l) be 
new variables in f).  C~/x'(~:) and let 
[~:' -*  b~(rr, 1), (~r, p - -  1) --* b,~"} u {(rr, i) -+ b~+~(rr, i -t- 1)/1 ~< i ~ p - -  21 
_c ~'(~ -~ a~) n Pc .  
(vi) Suppose ~r: ~:' -+ ("b~ "'" b~, is in P~ (~ (~ --+ sea), where p -~ 2, a is in S ~, 
each b~ is in r l ,  and se', ~" are in tz(se) for some variable ~:. Let (rr, 1),..., (rr, p - -  1) be 
new variables in V~, (~/z'(~:) and let 
_C /z'(se --* sea) & Py .  
It is readily verified that L(Gy) ~-L(G~). Hence ~C~aND(F ) _C ~/~Lv(F), and the proof is 
complete. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Every nontrivial grammatical family is a length-preserving gram- 
matical family. 
Pro@ By Theorem 6.1, every nontrivial grammatical family cd is defined by some 
standard grammar form F. Since a standard grammar form satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 6.l, ~-~ = Y(F )  = ~4'Lp(F ). 
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